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SPACECRAFT MULTI-BEAM AND CONTOÜRED-BEAM ANTENNAS 

W 
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DK-1114 Copenhagen K 

Denmark 

High-gain spacecraft antennas with multiple beams and contoured beams are key components in satellite 
communications and direct broadcast systems. This is reflected on the latest generation cf communications 
satellites, where the antenna subsystem is the largest subsystem with its weight of more than 300 kg. The 
antennas achieve a large communications capacity through multiple frequency re-uses and may be recon- 
figured to serve different coverage areas* 

The paper overviews the current multi-beam and contoured-beam antenna technology. Different implemen- 
tations, reflector or lens with feed array or direct radiating array, are considered. The emphasis is 
placed upon systems with offset paraboloidal reflectors. The limitations of the offset reflector with 
respect to beam scanning and cross polarization are reviewed. Computer-aided design procedures and design 
examples are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION ^7 
The antenna systems carried on board spacecraft have over the last 25 years undergone a rapid evolu- 

tion which parallels that of the spacecraft themselves. In fact, the spacecraft system requirements have 
been and continue to be a main driving force behind the rejuvenation of antenna theory and technology 
which previously were considered to be mature disciplines* This evolution has been supported by the 
simultaneous advent of abundant computational facilities. 

Early spacecraft were small, spin-stabilized satellites in low orbits. The antenna systems were 
simple, often with a low power in a narrow frequency band, typically in the VHP band. Current spacecraft 
have become large and highly specialized and often carry several antenna systems which are tailored to the 
role of the spacecraft. Host communications spacecraft are placed along the geostationary arc some 36,000 
km above the surface of the Earth. The multi-beam and the contoured-beam antennas reviewed in this paper 
are examples of particularly complex antenna systems which significantly Increase the capacity and flexi- 
bility of these satellite systems. By International agreement certain frequency bandp have been allocated 

for the different satellites services and rules have been set to minimize the Interference with other 
satellite systems and with earth-based systems [l]. Typically, the uplink signals from the Earth to the 
satellite and the downlink signals back to the Earth use different bands. Some of the most Important fre- 
quency-band allocations for the fixed satellite services (communications satellites) are indicated In 
Table 1. The frequency allocations differ slightly for three CCIR regions of the world and various 
restrictions may apply so that the full bands cannot be used. Other bands are allocated for communication 
with mobile stations end for direct broadcast. Additional bands are allocated at higher frequencies. 
Initially, the lower bands have been the most popular as the technology has been better developed. 

Uplink Downlink 

C-band 

Ku-band 

Ka-band 

5.925- 7.250 GHz   3.400- 4.200 and 
4.500- 4.800 GHz 

12.500-13.250 and  10.700-11.700 GHz 
14.000-14.800 GHz 
27.500-31.000 GHz  18.100-21.200 GHz 

Table 1. CCIR allocations for the fixed-satellite service 

1.1  Multi-Beam »ntennas 

The finite frequency spectrum available and the finite number of slots along the geostationary arc 
for satellites operating in the same frequency band are best utilized by a multi-beam antenna which lllu- 
mlnatss the coverage arc* by a number of element beam*. A hexagonal beam lattice is the moat efficient for 
contiguous are* coverage. If the antenna radiates N beam* and the available frequency spectrum is divided 
Into X bands or channels so that adjacent beams use different bands, the frequency spectrum can be re-used 
K-N/K times. Figure 1 shows different beam topologies where the number in each cell or beam foot print 
gives the channel number. The more channels the frequency band is divided into, the larger the spacing 
will be between the lelle where the same frequency Is re-used and the better the isolation will be between 
these besas. However, the number of times the frequency is re-used will be less. In practical systems, 
adjacent or overlapping beam* may use orthogonal polarizations to improve the isolation or Increase the 
number of frequency re-uses. 

As an additional advantage of dividing the coverage area into smaller cells, the spacecraft antenna 
gain is drastically increased. If all the power radiated by the satellite ware uniformly distributed over 
48.^ field-of-vle« subtended by the Earth, the ultimately achievable gain would be 23.4 dli. This would 
require an infinitely large, lossless antenna. In practice less than 17 dBl is obtained towards the edge 
of the earth using a horn antaima. tilth a multi-bean antenna, the upper limit on the achievable gain would 
be set by else of the eleaent-beaa foot print or by the acceptable sis* and complexity of the antenna 
aystea and the accuracy with which the antenna can be kept pointed toward* the coverage area. This shift 
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from the early low-gain over medium-gain spacecraft antennas, which required huge earth-station antennas, 
to high-gain spacecraft antennas with small beam foot prints has in conjunction with improvements In 
satellite power and low-noise receivers lead to the introduction of comparatively cheap, small earth- 
station antennas* More aspects of multi-beam antennas are discussed in [2-4]. 

The simple beam topologies of Figure 1 carry some disadvantages. In real life, the communications 
requirements are not uniformly distributed over the field-of-view and a multi-beam antenna system with 
many beams requires many transponders and a large switch matrix to provide the inter-connectivity between 
the uplink and the downlink beams. Also, it has not yet been practical without the use of several antennas 
or excessive antenna losses to radiate element beams with the crossover levels down from the heam peak in 
the order of 3-4 dB needed for a contiguous coverage. These problems have lead to the concept of 
contoured-beam antennas where several of the element beams are combined in a cluster or a composite beam. 

1.2 Contoured-Beam Antennas 

& contoured-beam antenna provides one or more beams with foot prints on the Earth tailored to speci- 
fic geographical areas. Sometimes these antennas are referred to as multi-beam antennas or shaped-beam 
antennas. The beam-contouring conserves the satellite power and reduces the interference both with adja- 
cent frequency re-use coverage areas of the same satellite system and with other systems. Figure 2 illu- 
strates the most common hardware used to generate a contoured beam: a feed array which illuminates an 
offset parabololdal reflector. Each feed element, usually a small horn, generates a scanned pencil beam 
which is termed an element beam or a component beam. The foot prints* of these element beams on the Earth 
are indicated by small circles on Figure 2. R contoured beam which provides service to coverage area A is 
obtained by adding the element beams radiated towards the coverage area with appropriate (complex) weight 
factors. These weights or feed excitations are generated by a beam-forming network (BFN) which often is a 

power divider tree with phase shifts provided by line length differences at the feed ports. 

The feed array and in particular the BFN are the most critical parts of a contoured-beam reflector 
antenna as they must realize the desired feed excitations with acceptable amplitude and phase tolerances 
and low VSWRs at both the feed ports and the beam port over the operating frequency bandwidth. The antenna 
system is required to operate in a hostile space environment with temperature excursions In the order of 
-60 to 60 0C or more over the 7 to 10 year satellite lifetime. The BFNs of most current contoured-beam 
antennas consist of fixed power dividers and phase shifters. These BFNs are usually implemented in 
TEH-llne in the 6/4 GHz bands and in waveguide in the 14/11 and 30/20 GHz bands. Waveguide BFNs have lower 
insertion loss, but are heavier and more bulky than TEM-llne BFNs. The stringent matching requirements 
have lead to the almost exclusive use of hybrid couplers rather than simple 3-port TEEs or E-plane 
couplers in the power divider tree. 

Advanced antenna systems Include on international communications satellites switches to provide slow- 
ly rsconfigurable beams to allow a satellite to operate from different locations along the geostationary 
arc an* to accommodate traffic changes and on DSCS III fully reconfigurable BFNs with variable ferrlte 
power dividers. Future systems are likely to include more variable power dividers and variable phase 
shifters in ferrlte or solid-state technology. This will allow both a high degree of beam flexibility and 
the fast reconflgurabllity required for hopping and scanning beams with TDMA. ultimately, BFNs are 
expected to include many active components to compensate for losses. This will provide very compact and 
flexible BFNs. 

If the antenna system only is required to generate a single fixed contoured beam, a shaped reflector 
illuminated by a single feed is an attractive solution with respect to both performance and cost mainly 
because no BFN is required. This concept is reviewed in section 5. 

1.3 choice of Reflector, Lens or Array? 

The use of a focusing device such a reflector or a lens provides a one-to-one relation between the 
element beams and the feed horns. This relationship does not exist in the case of an array, where each 
array element contributes to all element beams, and an array with several Independent beams operating at 
the same frequency and polarization would suffer from significant losses unless a Butler-matrix type BFN 
is used with orthogonal array illuminations for the different beams. In the cases of multi-beam antennas 
where each bean can be generated by a single feed and of contoured-beams antennas where only a few element 
beams are used to generate the contoured bean, the BFN la much simpler for a reflector and a lens. As a 
result, array antennas have found only little use as spacecraft multi-beam and contoured-beam antennas. 
Nevertheless, we will consider contoured-beam array antennas further In Section 7. k  review of nulti-beam 
arrays Is given in [s]. 

The choice between reflector and lens la more difficult. In the past, most system» have used 
reflectors due to their low weight and coat, excellent bandwidth and polarization properties and the fact 
that they can be analysed very accurately with the existing RF analysts methods. A mair disadvantage of 
the reflector is the need to use an offset-fed reflector geometry to avoid blockage by the large feed 
array, BFH and support structure. The offset-fed reflector has significantly worse scan and 
oross-polarlsatlon performance and occupies a larger volume on the spacecraft than a similar center-fed 
reflector. 

The lens Is a focusing device with axial syamtry but without blockage. As turthemore the remaining 
dominant scan aberration, cos», may be removed by choosing the Inner lens surface to be a sphere so that 
the AbM sins condition 1« fulfilled, lens antenna« have considerable attraction for ■nltl-baan 
applications [«). Dielectric lenses are tar Mo heavy (or use at «ierowa»« frequencies on a spacecraft, 
and a*» low-weight but ales sore mapltoated lenses such a« the soned waveguide lens and the 
prlnted-eireult bootlace or tm-llne lan« outlined In figure 3 have been devised. These lenees nay be 
attractive In systems with Kasawhat less than 100 eleaent beans where the nunbor ot waveguide or 
printsd-eireuit elemnts can be kept reasonably snail. The DSCS III spacecraft in (act (lies three 
■ultl-bean soned waveguide lens antennas operating at about 8 Oils [4]. The bandwidth of a soned waveguide 

1  V 
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lens is not compatible with those stated in Table 1. The more broadbanded TEM-line lens has been 
investigated for use at C band [?]. However, its weight was considered to be so large that the receive and 
the transmit function would have to be combined in one antenna. The matching problem at the inner lens 
surface could not be solved over the combined frequency band and led tu degradations of the element beams 
near the axis. Because of their complexity and the still unsolved problems, lens antennas are not con- 
sidered further in this paper. Xt is expected that lens antennas will prove to be more useful at milli- 
meter and submillimeter wavelengths. 

Solid reflectors manufactured from carbon-fiber re-enforced plastic (CFRP) have become very popular 
due to their low weight and excellent thermal behavior. Surface accuracies in the order of 1/100 wave- 
length RMS are required to ensure low sidelobes. solid offset reflectors provide excellent cross-polariza- 
tion performance when used with circular polarization. However, many domestic systems use linear polariza- 
tion. This has led to the development of gridded and dual gridded reflectors to reduce the cross 
polarization introduced by the offset configuration. 

2.  FUNDAMENTALS OP CONTOURED-BEAM REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

2.1. Basic Definitions 

Contoured-beam reflector antenna systems have a unique set of performance parameters. Most other 
antenna systems, including earth station antennas, optimize the on-axis gain subject to certain sidelobe 
constraints often defined by an envelope. The driving system parameters are EIRP and G/T with sidelobe 
constraints added to minimize interference. Cross-polarization requirements often only apply near the beam 
axis. When an antenna is required to serve an area rather than just a single direction, the minimum 
coverage area gain and not the peak gain becomes the significant parameter. Hence, the standard definition 

of antenna efficiency does not apply to contoured-beam antennas. The efficiency T) of a contoured beam 
antenna is defined as the ratio of the minimum coverage area gain MCAG to the gain G      of a lossless 
antenna which distributes all the radiated power uniformly across the specified coverage area Q (in 
steradians), i.e.. 

MCAG/G„ 

- 4H/0. 

(1) 

(2) 

Alternatively, the gain*area product, MCAGxQ, may be defined. Due to the finite satellite pointing accu- 
racy, the gain slope must be controlled within the area of uncertainty for each earth station. The area of 
uncertainty Is called the pointing-error box, sphere or ellipse dependent upon its actual shape which Is 
determined by the satellite attitude control system. The coverage area Q must include the pointing error. 

A pencil beam with a circular foot print is the simplest example of a beam with an area coverage. If 
we assume a Gaussian beam shape and no losses, the power pattern 

G(9) - 4 In10/B,„ lO'^^IO1 

■> 

10 (3) 

gives the directivity. The polar angle 8 is measured from the beam axis and 910 is half the 10-dB beam- 
width. The minimum coverage area gain occurs at the edge of the coverage area , 9 ■" 9C, and is maximized 

for e^Q - 8,/InlO. This result also applies for Gaussian beams with elliptical foot prints. Thus, the 
minimum coverage area gain is about 4.1 dB below peak gain for circular and elliptical foot prints. The 
associated gain*area product is 4« 10    or 15176 degrees , which corresponds to a contoured-beam effi- 
ciency of only 36.8 per cent even though that all losses have been neglected. This efficiency, which 
accounts for the great gain difference between the ideal and the practical global-coverage antenna in 
section 1.1, may be improved by a flatter gain over the coverage area and a steeper gain fall off at the 
edge of the coverage area. 

When the antenna system provides multiple contoured beams, the driving antenna parameter becomes the 
Isolation which can be achieved between beams which re-use the same frequency band either through 
spatially separated copolarized beans or through orthogonally polarised beams. Figure 4 Illustrates the 
different definitions of inter-beam isolation which apply for receive and transmit satellite antennas. 
When the setellita antenna transmits, an earth station served by beam B may receive an interfering signal 
via a sidelobe of beam A. The transmit Isolation is defined as the ratio of the desired signal from beam B 
to the undesired signal fron beam A and depends on both the relative antenna gain and the relative trans- 
mit power, i.e., Uw relative EIRP. With the satellite antenna receiving, the interference occurs via the 
sidelobes of the beam itself from earth stations outside the service area. If all earth stations transmit 
with the same EIRP. the receive isolation is defined as the ratio of the antenna gain towards the earth 
station in the coverage area to the antenna gain in the direction of the interfering earth station at the 
highest sidelobe level. The receive isolation Is considered to be the m mt difficult as a single high- 
level sidelobe which falls in a frequency re-use coverage, will destroy the isolation on all coverage-area 

stations. 

The minimum spacing between adjacent copolarized frequency re-use coverages, measured in bsaaaiidths 
of the element beams, determines the required aperture size or resolutl.-m of the antenna syateai. An 
antenna pointing error of c will reduce the minimum coverage area spacing N> 2t. Thus, a large pointing 
error may require a significantly larger and more ooeiplex antenna system. 

■■"■«■ 
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2.2. Overview of the Current State-of-the-Art 

The IMTELSAT conBunication» satellites provide an inportant example of the practical use of reflector 
antenna systems with multiple contoured beams. The conplextty of in particular the c-band antenna systems 
have grown significant for each new spacecraft series as illustrated by the increasing compleieity of the 
coverages shown in Figure 5. INTKLBAT IV A introduced two-fold frequency re-use through two spatially 
isolated hemispherical beams by means of an array-fed offset paraboloidal reflector antenna system [a]. 
This concept was further developed on INTELSAT V where four^-fold frequency re-use was ifealized by the 

, addition of two smaller zone beams in the opposite sense of circular polarization. These zone beans have 
one shape when the spacecraft operates over the Atlantic or the Pacific Ocean region and another wer the 
Indian Ocean region [9, 1.o]. The trends towards both more frequency re-uses and more reconfigurability of 
the beam coverage contours continue on INTELSAT VI. Two hemispherical beams and four zone beams in 
opposite senses of circular polarization provide six frequency re-uses. The four zone beams are 
reconfigured for each of the three ocean regions providing a total of 14 coverage beams with six active in 
a given ocean region [11, 12). The achievements and the limitations of this technology are summarized in 
Table 2 [ 13]. It is oomnon practice to use separate antennas for the transmit and receive function to 
reduce both the bandwidth over which an antenna is required to operate and problems associated with 
passive intezmodulatlon. 

The increased number of frequency re-uses sets stringent sidelobe and cross-polarization requirements 
in the order of 27-30 dB over a field-of-vlew which extends approximately ±10° from the sobsatellite point 
to accommodate both antenna pointing errors and the spacecraft pitch biasing used to maximize the minimum 
spacing between spatially Isolated beams. As the spacecraft are placed above the middle of the oceans, the 
beam coverages fall near the maximum scan angle so that scan aberrations degrade the achievable sidelobe 
isolation. So far, however, the diameter of the spacecraft antenna, measured in wavelengths, has been 
moderate, and the number of beamwidths seamed leas than 6-7 half-power beamwidths. This is demonstrated 
by the observation that for all satellites in the INTELSAT IVA, V to VI series the minimun separation 
between two copolarized coverages is about 1.5 element-beam beamwidths for 27 dB isolation [l4]. This 
relationship may continue for significantly larger reflector diameters if longer f/D ratios or more 
complex feed arrays and BFNs can be aecomodated to reduce the aberrations of the scanned element beams. 
Figure 6 shows the calculated contourad-beam efficiency versus coverage area size for INTELSAT VI. The two 
upper curves apply for a smaller feed element diameter of about 1.3 X and in case of the uppermost curve 
also the effect of a slightly increased spacing between the coverage areas [is]. Other contoured-bean 
antennas also for domestic/regional and direct broadcast systems are reviewed in [ I6-20]. 

2.3. Analytic Model of Reflector Element Beams 

A simple analytic model is presented for the element beams radiated by small circular or square feeds 
in an offset paraboloidal reflector with circular aperture. Effects due to the illumination taper and the 
spillover are Included to provide an accurate assessment of the achievable minimum coverage area gain. The 
model neglects scan aberrations and cross-polarization and is therefore best suited for reasonably large 
f/D ratios and/or small scan angles. Even then we have found that the model may give surprisingly good 
predictions for the minimum coverage area gain and the average sidelobe level. The model cannot be used to 
determine the number of feeds or the feed excitations accurately. Therefore, the model Is most useful In 
Initial trade-off studies to determine approximately the antenna size and feed complexity given the 
coverage specifications. The detailed design optimization should be carried out using element beams 
calculated by an accurate reflector antenna analysis program such as GRASP [21]. 

Let the aperture distribution due to a single feed be approximated by 

g(p) -«„ + (l-«0)[l-(r/a)
2]n, (4) 

where the radial variable p < a. The parameter ae is the relative illumination at the reflector edge. 
Typical parameter values corresponding to an element beam woali  be n - 1 and a0 • 0.7. We assume that this 
amplitude distribution applies for all element beams. As we neglect scan aberrations, the phase 
distributions caused by the lateral displacement of the feeds In the tilted focal plane only direct the 
wave fronts towards the positions In the beam grid. The element beams are approximated by the normalized 
pattern« 

f^M) - k«[a A^kaxj! ♦ W^dtaxj)]. (5) 

The function« AnU) are given by Be«««l functions An{x) • 2
n*1 (n+1)l J^U)/*11*1 «o that An(0) • 1. The 

argument depend« on the perimeter ka of the circular aperture in wavelengths and the distance 

»j • ((i»-u:()
s+(»-yj)

a),/2 (8) 

between the field direction (u,v) and the beam direction (U^VA) in the uv-plane where u • slaB cos* and v 
• sin) «id». The angle« S and 4 are the polar M« the asimutiwl angle in a standard «pherieal coordinate 
system directed along the antenna borcsight. The pattern parameters a and ß in ( S) depend via the edge 
taper «„ upon the primary parameter« 

llement b 
«pacing 

I a« outlined below. In order to model the offset reflector and the teed element including spillover loss««, 
I the following secondary parameter« 
I 
I dp/B - the relative offset height or clearance, 
■«• d. • the feed element «peeing In wavelength«, and 

I 

) 
*     , 

■■l"l- 
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fc 

910 - half the 10-dB feed beamwidth 

are specified. These parameters are indicated on Figure 7. Given the above primary and secondary 
parameters/ the parabola focal length f and the reflector diameter D can be derived. The reflector 
clearance d , the distance from the parabola axis to the reflector edge, should be so large that no 
scanned beams are blocked by the feed array. The feed element spacing de and the feed beamwidth 2910 are roughly inversely proportional for a given feed type. 

Once the above parameters are given, an initial values of the reflector diameter D, the focal length 
f and subtended semi angle 6^ are calculated assuming a 3 dB edge taper by the approximate formulae: 

D = 1.029 (1 - 0.212 log10ao)/A93 

I7) 
a, = (0.5 + djyojo 

t '  (Kd^g + /(Kde^B)2 - d 2)/2 

4 f' 9 =■ Är"9 d/f - Arctg d V2f 
h P- ^      ^ do) 

where K » 0.97. All angles are in radians an all lengths in wavelengths. Note that (9) has no solution if 
6g > Kd^d.. An improved value may now be calculated for the average aperture edge illumination using 

a0 - 10"te*/910, /2/(1 + D2/8(f2+D2)). (11) 

Given this value, the values for D,  d,, f and 9* are updated using (7) through (10). The offset paraboloid 
is now completely determined,  and the pattern coefficients are determined from 

«-«o/Ul-so (12) 

ß - (1-a0)4(1+n)N] Lso, (13) 

N - [(1+n+2ix<0+2n2a0
2)/(1+3n+2n2)]1/2 (14) 

where 

Lso ' 1-10"<9 /BIO) ns) 

gives the element-beam spillover loss. The pattern coefficients are normalized so that the pattern (5) 
squared gives the directivity. This normalisation is convenient for the normalization of the feed 
excitations discussed in Section 2.5. The effect of typical element-beam edge tapers on the directivity is 
very small, about 0.1 dB or less. The corresponding element-beam spillover loss is more significant as 
discussed in Section 2.7. A number of other beam models or simple design rules are available for initial 
contoured-beam reflector antenna trade-off and layout [22, 23]. 

2.4 Array Elements 

The array element is a key element in determining the overall performance. The feed element must be 
chosen in accordance with the reflector geometry. For a specified beam-spacing/beamwldth ratio, 9B/&93, a 
smaller feed requires a shorter f/D ratio of the parabola than a larger feed. The 93/483 rati0 i8 usually 
close to unity corresponding to an element-beam crossover level of about -3 dB. The feed diameters in the 
range from 1 to 1.6 X match well f/D ratios in the range from 0.7 to 1.4. For small f/D ratios, the 
reflector subtended angle becomes larger and the spillover losses smaller. However, the scan losses 
increases. The spillover losses are minimised if the product O^d, is kept small. This parameter plays the 
role of ...1 array-element quality number and is relatively independent of the sise of a particular type of 
element as already discussed in Section 2.3* For a small circular fundamental-mode horn the value of this 
parameter is about 1.00 while it is about 1.17 for a small dual-mode or Patter horn. Small corrugated 
horns are quite useless as array elements because of the large space taken up by the corrugations. From 
these considerations it would appear that small fundamental mode horn would be the most useful for 
contoured-beam antenna applications. However, the mutual coupling in the array environment will in 
practice annihilate the excellent theoretical performance of the small fundamental-mode radiator. 

The circular waveguide feed elements discussed' above and the square waveguide feed elements are used 
commonly in circularly polarised antenna systems. Many linearly polarised domestic/regional systems use 
rectangular feeds of different sises with or without dielectric loading often illuminating a dual griddad 
reflector. The feed horn dimensions are optimised to match the image of the coverage area in the focal 
plane of the reflector. These systems may realise very respectable values of the minimum coverage area 
gain with a minimum of antenna hardware but are not dealt with in the paper [24, 2$]. 

In a dual circularly polarised antenna, a feed element in conventional waveguide technology consists 
of a horn radiator, a polarise» and an orthoaode transducer. In a large antenna system with many feeds, 
this may be a very bulky and mechanically fragile system. Therefore, microstrip patch radiators have 
recently received considerable attention as a potential very compact re^lacevant . 

i.S Matwork toss and feed «»citation normalisation 

Mien - varal feeds are excited slaultaneously to generate a contoured beam, the overall edge illumi- 
nation ana spillover loss will in general decrtM«. On the other hand, the beam forming network (BID) 
required to generate the optimised amplitude and phase distribution at the food port« introduces Ohmie and 
mismatch leases. This «TO lets increasM with the number of feeds ports a« more layers of power dividers 
and longer line lengths are required la the power divider tie«. Fully recoafigurablc BFHs may have signi- ficantly higher lessee than fixed ant. 

< *,***V* **•-*.% « 
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The feed excitations a^ oust be normalized by 

N    .2   (4»   for directivity 
"in-*/.,!«!!2- {4,io.L8rN/io      forgain. (,6> 

Then, the directivity or the gain will be referred to the total incident power at either the feed aper- 
tures or at the BFN input port. The directivity referred to the total radiated power is derived if the 
excitation normalization is 

^rad-*« J, I, Hi 'iS   -«*' (17) 

'il 1. 

2.6. Mutual Coupling 

For a sufficiently large array element with a Gaussian pattern, the normalized mutual resistance is 

r^ - e-'^io'2/41"10. (18) 

This indicates that the mutual resistance depends with the approximations made only on the product d^jS-jo» 
which for adjacent feeds is equal to the feed quality number. Thus, the requirements tor low mutual 
coupling and for a small spillover loss are in conflict! A large value of 01 „  reduces the mutual 
coupling but Increases the element beam spillover loss. In a study of feed-array directivity, cos^fS- 
approximations to the feed element pattern have been used [26]. 

The mutual resistance given by (18) is derive^ from an idealized feed pattern and neglects 
higher-order nodes and cross polarization. It relates to the small signal which appears at the port of a 
feed when an adjacent feed is excited. This effect is ^ulte negligible for practical feed-array elements 
and (16) is a good approximation to the power radiated by the feed array. However, the effect of the array 
environment on the element pattern is much stronger. This effect, which may be termed mutual scattering, 
sets up the cross-polar node and higher-order mod'js at the radiating aperture and has a pronounced effect 
on the cross-polar performance. 

Much work has been carried out on mutual coupling in phased-array antenna systems using the concept 
of the active element pattern and the unit cell approach. These techniques do not apply to contoured-beam 
antenna feed arrays which have very non-uniform amplitude and phase distributions. The number of elements 
is typically smaller than in a phased array and the element size is larger. No electronic scanning takes 
place and the blindness effects of scanning phased arrays are of no concern. The concept of the embedded 
element pattern is more useful. The embedded feed pattern is defined as the pattern the feed radiates in 
the array environment with the feed element excited and all other elements terminated with their actual 
loads. Mismatches at the feed ports into the BFN have been noted to have a sionificant effect on the cross 
polarization - in particular for circular polarization. 

A comprehensive study of mutual coupling in contoured-beam antenna feed arrays has been reported in 
[ 27]. The method of moments is used and the results apply to a finite number of circular waveguide feeds 
In a ground plane. 

2.7. gplllover Iioss Calculation 

The spillover loss of a contoured beam will be lower than that of an element beam because of the 
array factor. The spillover loss is defined as the ratio of the feed power which hit the reflector to the 
total radiated feed power. The total power radiated by the feed array has been calculated (16). The 
element beams overlap and are usually not orthogonal. Therefore, the power intercepted and radiated by the 
reflector must be determined by Integrating the total reflector far field. It Is much simpler, however, to 
determine the power radiated by the reflector by Integrating the Poyntlng vector across the reflector 
aperture A as proposed in [ 2S]. He than obtain tor the amplitude distribution in (4) 

»rfl * * J, I, H**   [«^(kax^UiKiA^lkax^) 

♦ (n+1)JP%,w,(kaxlj)/(i»*1)], (19) 

where the pattern coefficients « and f) are defined above. The parameter x^, similar to (6), is the 
spacing between the beam centers in the uv-plane. The "cross correlation' pattern In (19) is wider than 
the element-beam pattern except in the case of uniform Illumination. If the element-beam position« 
coincide with the nulls of the 'cross-correlation' pattern, the beams decouple and become orthogonal. It 
appear that 'loss«*" due to non-orthogonal beams are of a fundamental nature and may be related to 
different mechanisms in different antenna systems, e.g., wr»  losses, spillover losses in reflector ejtd 
lens systems and grating-lobe losses in arrays [29]. 

Figure 8 shows the spillover losses for a single element beam and a cluster of seven element 
The feed spacing is kept constant equal to 1.07 X  and the beam spacing is Increased by decreasing the 
focal length. The angle subtended by the reflector Increases with increasing beam spacing, and the element 
beam spillover loss decreases. The dotted curve is the element beam spillover loss calculated accurately 
by a reflector antenna analysts program. The spillover loss of the 7-sleawnt cluster Is sneh lower than 
that of the element beam and almost Independent of the beam speolng. For a fixed reflector geometry, the 
beam spacing (or the beam crossover level) may be varied fay changing the feed spacing. Table 3 gives the 
approximate spillover losses of both single and uniformly excited 7-element clusters of circular 
fundamental-made end dual-mode feeds. The table give« the calculated spillover leases for Sg/Wj equal to 
0.7. 1 and 1.] corresponding to crossover levels of I.S, 1, and 5 a. 

) 
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s- 
TE11 
TE,,+TM, 11 

Single feed 
0.7  1.0  1.3 
5.7 3.1   -   1.5 
6.8 4.1  2.3  2.6 

Cluster 
0.7  1.0  1.3 

1.3 
2.4 2.1 

Table 3. Spillover loss in dB. 

A significant fraction of the large element-beam spillover for small beam spacings may be recovered by the 
array factor. For the dual-mode feed cluster, where the grating lobe losses are larger due to the larger 
feed size, the effect of the array factor on the spillover loss becomes very small for large beam 
spacings. A hexagonal array lattice will reduce the grating-lobe losses. For each feed type, a smaller 
feed spacing will slightly reduce the cluster spillover loss. The table indicates that there is a need for 
improved feed elements which utilize the focal-plane area more efficiently but without high mutual 
coupling. Another and probably more promising remedy might be to use improved reflector systems. 

Even though the spillover loss of a contoured beam can be considerably reduced by the array factor, 
it can not be neglected. In the sense that this loss represents radiated power, it is very harmful in a 
frequency re-use antenna system if it is intercepted by the antenna or by other satellite structures and 
re-radiated as cross polarization back into the coverage or as high sidelobes into adjacent coverages. 
Such antenna-farm effects are difficult to predict as they depend upon the wide-angle radiation from the 

feed array and require special analysis software. 

2.8. Scan Characteristics of Single Reflectors 

Figure 9 shows isogain contours for the on-axia and some scanned element beams for a 3.2 m offset 
paraboloidal reflector at 4 GHz with an f/D ratio of 1.3. As a beam is scanned a way from borcsight, a 
gain loss and a beam widening occur. These beam degradations depend for a given scan angle upon the DA 
ratio, the offset angle 90, the f/D ratio, and the aperture illumination. For the single offset 
paraboloidal reflector, where the scan degradation is due to astigmatism [3o], the scan loss in dB for the 
scan angle 6S_ may be approximated by 

L,r - C(n,a.) (DA D/f sire sirfi,.)2. (20) 

with c(n,a)> 0.1116[ (n+1)a+6(1-o)/(n+2)(n+3)]/(1+na). The parameters n and a0 are the exponent and the 
edge taper of the reflector aperture illumination (4). For scan losses larger than 5 dB, {20} predicts too 
large losses. The scan loss is not a loss in radiated power as the BFN loss and the spillover loss. It 
represents a loss in the resolution or the bean-contouring capability of the reflector due to the widening 
of the element beams for large scan angles. Some scan degradation may be compensated for by a more complex 
feed array. 

The scan losses of the center-fed paraboloidal reflector are for the same aperture diameter, f/D 
ratio, scan angle and aperture illumination o^der of magnitude less than those of the offset-fed 
reflector. The dominant aberration is due to coma, which has a minor Impact on scan loss and mainly 

degrades the sidelobe performance [3l]. As the total scan loss is determined by a combination of coma, 
higher-order astigmatism and spherical aberration, no simple expression exists for the scan loss in the 
center-fed paraboloidal reflector. 

2.9. Polarization Considerations 

Circular polarization wat; initially chosen for use in the international communications satellite 
system because of the Faraday rotation, when a linearly polarized signal traverses the ionosphere, the 
polarization plan« undergoes a rotation. At 4 and 6 GHz, the maximum Faraday rotation is approximately 9 
and 4° with opposite directions for transmit and receive (CCXR Report 551-1, Sect. 2.3.1). This choice oj 
polarisation was fortunate from the point-of-view of antenna technology. Circularly polarized offset 
reflectors do not generate cross polarization but exhibit a slight beam squint in the plane perpendicular 
to the plane of symmetry [32, 33]. Th» magnitude of this beam squint Is given by the approximate formula 

&P • Arcsin{XsinSI/4iif). (21) 

The direction of the beam movement depends upon the hand of th« polarization. The Faraday rotation Is 
Inversely proportional to th« square of th« frequency and presents no problem above 10 GHz. Then, 
depolarization caused by rain becomes Important and from th« polnt»nf-vi«w ol  cross polarization, circular 
polarization becomes th« worst possible choice. The shape of rain drop« Is generally spherical. However, 
the shape of falling rain drops become« «lightly «Ulptlcal du« to th« air raslstanc«. Th« rain-induced 
attenuation and phase shift ar« maximum (minimum) for th« polarisation aligned with the major (minor) axis 
of the rain drop. No depolarization tak«« plac« for linear polarization «Ugne<S with th« major or th« 
minor axis of th« rain drop. In praetl««, th« depolarization la minimized for Unser polarization aligned 
with local «arth station vartlcal and horizontal (CCIR Report 564-2, Sect. 8.3). Thus for frequency re-use 
antenna «y*t«ms in th« 14/11 GN« band« and poaelbly «van th« 30/20 GHz bands, UiMar polarization should 
b« u««d aligned with th« «varag« local vertical and horlsontal within «act oov«r»g« area [34]. Nowavar, 
this alignment will reduce th« croaa-polar Isolation b«tw««n adjacent coverage areas under ei«ar-«ky 
condition« a« th« polarltatlons then no longer ar« orthogonal. 

In the single offset paraboloidal rafUctor, th« feed axt« la in general tilted to bisect the angle 
subtended at th« focal point by the reflector in It» plane of syamtry. »hi« feed axis tilt generates two 
cross-polar lob«« In a linearly pularized «yitw [32, 35, 3«]. Th« peak of th« eroaa-polar lobea occurs In 
th« plan« perpandlcular to th« plan« of «ymswtry. For a ualformly Uluminatad apertur«, th« p«ak 
croaa-polar level relatively th« peak copolar l«v*l la 

eira»»'8» 0.16 9' tanB o"' 122) 
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wher« 6* (in radian») is the seal taglm  ■ubtuided by th« reflector. K tapered aperture illumination »ill 
decrease the cross polarisation slightly. Any significant reduction requires either a nora aomplicatad 
feed element, a more coraplax feed array design, or that a gridded reflector be used. 

3  OPTIMIZATION OF COBTOURED-BEAM RIFLECTOR AMTBWA SYSTEMS WITH FEED ARRAYS 

The synthesis of a contoured-beam antenna system may be divided Into steps. Initially the fundamental 
antenna performance requirements such as 

- coverage area(s), 
- minimum coverage-area gain, 
- maximum coverage-area gain slope, 
- sidelobe and cross-polar isolation and 
- frequency band 

must be specified. Hext, the antenna designer may identify the range of a number of antenna parameters 
«uch as 

- reflector aperture sise, and 
- feed-array complexity 

and examine the performance trade-offs versus the antenna system sise and cooplexity. These trade-off 
studies require that optimum feed excitations be determined and the resulting contoured beams be analysed 
for several antenna configurations. If these studies are carried out with simple analytic element-beam 
models, large savings can be realised in both human effort and computer time. 

When a viable solution has been identified by these initial optimisations, an element-beam layout 
with half-power element beam beamridth &$, and the element beam spacing 9B will be known. Given this 
element-beam grid, the feed-element sise and the orientation of antenna on the satellite, an Initial 
reflector antenna and feed array layout may be determined ensuring that no blockage occurs. Then, the 
detailed optimisations are carried out using element-beam data determined by an accurate reflector antenna 
analysis program. It is desirable to include as many potential error sources as possible. Degrading 
effects not predicted by the software can be included by means of measured data, e.g., of the patterns of 
the feeds embedded in the array. In case the results of the optimisations indicate that the performance 
requirements can not be met, these requirements or the range of antenna pataaetera being considered must 
be revised. 

}.1 optimisation Procedurea 

Many different, more or less rigorously based optimisation procedures have been proposed to determine 
the feed excitations which provide the 'best* contoured beam. It appears that no optimisation procedure is 
complete, usually the antenna designer specifies the reflector and the feed array geometry. Only then an 
optimisation procedure determines the "best" feed excitations by optimisation of the antenna performance, 
e.g., gain and Isolation, over a finite number of pattern sample points. These sample points will be 
termed synthesis stations as they may not correspond to actual earth stations. A more complete 
optimisation can be carried out by repeating the feed excitation optimisation for a large number of 
antenna geometries. A generel optimisation procedure may optimise both element-beam grid and excitations 
but the usefulness of the results will be limited by the accuracy of the element-beam model. For practical 
antenna systems, it Is still prohibitive and probably not desireble to include in the closed optimisation 
loop a complete electromagnetic analysis jith s.o. IFM tolerance analysis and feed-array mutual coupling 
analysis. 

A contoured-beam synthesis is a power-pattern synthesis problem as opposed to a field-pattern 
synthesis problem. Furthermore, the power pattern are only specified in certain regions. The power pattern 
in the complementary regions of the far-field sphete and the phase pattern should be allowed to float In 
the optimisation and take on any values which improve the power pattern In the regions of interest. Thus, 
even the apparently simple problem of determining the beit feed excitations tor a specified antenna 
geometry is a complex nonlinear problem and it can not be determined If a solution is a local or a global 
optimum. It appasrs often, however, that the optimum is quite flat sc that small changes in antenna 
geometry, initial feed excitations input to the optimisation procedure, station« locations, etc. may 
result in quit« different feed excitation« but very often only In «mall changes of the antenna 
Performance. It is recommended to input different initial solutions to iterative optimlsatioa algorithms 
and to carry out sensitivity studies of the final solution with respect to excitation errors, me 
optimisation is in general carried out en the «polar field only. In systems which implement frequency 
re-use by mean« of orthogonal polarisation«, the required cro««-polar Performance 1« typically 

implemented by antenna designs which have lew inherent erosc polarisation. 

Th« following tour «eetion« deeeribe a leut-«quarM optimlsatioa procedure with a power eonatralnt, 
the formlatioB ot the mlnmax synthesis problem, a minsHw optimisation procedure which utilise« a general- 
purpo«« algorithm which recently ha« been extended to work more ettleiently on contoured-beam «yaUuMi« 
problsm«, and recent progress with mlama« or mammin algorithms which hav« been developed «peclfieally for 
ooatoured-beam reflector antenna «yntheai«. Many different approach«« «re described in the literature 
[e.g.. J7-4S]. 

3.a jjgSSiaBgSS tyath«»!» 

The method, aUe known «a th« »guUrtaation method, 1« expUlMd below using • matrix notation [«•]. 
N« define th« matrix • • {•ii!Mi|| wher« «w 1« th« aeatrtbatlon et element b««m i, i •  t.2 H, toward« 
«yntti««i« station 1, t • I,!,...,11. Two column veotors • • («J and « • {f.) ooataia th« » «tcltatlon« «ad 
th« desired field on the N «ynth««!« «tation«. Th« aoAar ot iyntheei« «Utiaa« exceed« la general the 
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s- 
number of element beans and a solution can only be found in a least-squares sense. In order to optimise 
the minimum coverage area gain, the power input to the antenna must be constrained. Therefore we add the 
norm of the excitation vector a, which gives the incident power (16), to the least-squares pattern error 
by a Lagrange multiplier a. The expression to be minimized is then 

J - (aTeT - /»»(ea - g) + aaTa, (22) 

where the weight matrix W is a diagonal matrix and the superscript "T" denotes conjugate transposition. 
This gives the following matrix equa' ' on for the unknown excitations a 

(eTWe + o)a (23) 

Initially, we only specify the amplitude of the desired field on the synthesis station by 

«i " <GoPifoi' 
1/2 (24) 

where G0 is a gain normalization constant, p^ the desired relative gain level, and f , a path length 
correction factor if flux density rather than gain shall be optimised. As gain normalisation constant we 
can use the peak achievable minimum coverage area gain (1) with a back off. This requires that the angular 
area 0 of the coverage area be determined. 

The relationship between the Lagrange multiplier a  and the incident power is established by means of 
the eigenvalue equation corresponding to (23). The matrix eTWe is Hemitian and the positive real 
eigenvalues and the eigenvectors may be determined by standard techniques. We expand the unknown 
excitation vector in the complete basis formed by the eigenvectors. The expansion coefficients are deter- 
mined in tents of the Lagrange multiplier a which in turn Is derived from the power constraint (16). 

The specification of the desired field (24) implied a constant pattern phase. To remove this 
limitation in a heuristic way we include a phase factor exp(jS1 ) which is updated iteratively. At the kth 
step we determine the pattern phase from the excitations derived in the k-1th step by 

k-1. 
expUV) - Z^f  '•ij/|^1*i  'ij (25) 

A new right-hand side of (23) is calculated and a new value of a must be determined for each step in the 

phase iteration. However, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors remain the some throughout the iteration. 
The iteration is terminated when the relative change of the least-squares error (22) decreases to a 
specified value. 

3.3 Fortiulation of Mlnmax Synthesis Problem 

The least-squares solution discussed above will in many cases be very good except, possibly, on a few 
critical synthesis stations. A minnax method may improve the performance on the these critical stations 
generally at the expense of the average pertoraance over all stations. The minmax optimisation problem 
consists of finding the feed excitations a^ so that the realized power gain 

^i' ij, MVJI2 (J6) 

minialse« the naximum valu« of  the residual cr pettern error 

fi ■ »i [«"VosOo'-Pi! (271 

over all pattern constraints 1, i.e., synthesis stations s and polarisations components p. In (26) and 
(27), the following notation has been used 

»W field towards station s in polarisation p from element beam j, 
path length compensation factor towards station s if (lux density is optimized, 
polarization selector equal to 1 or 2, 

desired relative power level for pattern constraint i. Often pj • 1 for coverage-area 
constraints, J-j ■ 0 (or isolation constraints and p, equal to a specified gain roll-off 
(unction with i back ofi 1( a reference pattern shall be enforced, 
synthesis stet, on number, » • 1,2....^ , end 
weight (actor used to equalize coverage and isolation constraints. 

The residuals (or coverage area pattern constraints which exceed the gain goal are set equal to zero. 

The minmax optimization problem consists of determining the (eed excitation vector a which minimises 
the maximum residual 

•Vinma» " •** h' <«» 

The corrstpondlag least-squares error (22) minimizes the average deviation ever all stations. The weight 
(actors wt and Mj are used to Increase the Mffnltud« of the residual« in isolation areas to correspond to 
the magnitude of the oopoUr residuals in the service area, it  the minimum coverage area gain Is »cm,  the 
maximua sidelob« (erou-polar) level is mt and the coverage area weight (actor (s imlty, the minmax 
sldelobe (cross-polar) weight (actor 

w " (C.-MCAei/NH. (2») 

will equal», 
least-square« 

se the residuals. The »eight (actors behave slightly dUferanUy in the minma» and in the 
e« opttmisaUoa. Ttw best agreewmt betMSMn UM two opttiasat'.eiw is obtained it l»t • «1 "■ *     . 
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a.4 Synth—ii by C«BT«1 win»»» JUgoritha 

ihm gananl alnauut «Igorithm Is «it axtwuioa of th« iterative Mthod dMcribed in [47]. Mt the 
colou vector xk represent the excitation vector et the kth stop of the iteration, ^(x^) the aeiooiatrd 
error or residual (27) at the ith pattern constraint, the coluaui vector b^ an approxiaation to the 
gradient of the residual with respect to the excitations and the column vector h an increment to the 
excitation vector. Then, 

rk(h) - max (f^x^+b^'h) (30) 

is a lineer approximation of the minmax pattern error (28) for small values of I h I - max|hj|. kt each 
step at the iteration, the linear subproblem (30) is solved by linear programming subject to e bound on 
the solution,! h l< X.k, giving the solution ly. The vector x****  is accepted as the new approximate 
solution if the no»-linear objective function has decreased, otherwise the step is rejected and repeated 
with a smaller \k. The bound \k reflects the region near xk where (30) is a reasonable approximation to 
the original non-linear problem and it is adjusted automatically during the iteration. The approximations 
to the gradients are updated using a rank-one formula by Broyden [48], 

»»ifctl " bik+<'l<VV-|'lkV/<,vVV (3" 
In a eontoured-beam optimisation, the number of synthesis stations can be large in particular when a 
global envelope constraint in enforced as in Section 4.2 or when several contoured beams with common 
excitations are optimised simultaneously as in Section 4.3. A significant amount of storage is needed for 
the derivative matrix and large linear programming problems must be solved at each step of the iteration. 
In practical problems, however, the number of stations where the pattern error (residual) attains the 
maximum value is small compared to the total number of stations. Therefore at each step, we Identify the 
stations within a specified rang« of the largest.residual. These stations define the overall pattern error 
F in a neighborhood «bout x^ and are called the active stations. Working mainly only with the stations 
within a range of th« largest residual, w« realise large savings in storage and computing time whereas the 
convergence properties remain the seme. The derivative matrix is stored end updated only for the «etive 
stations - typically «bout 1/S «nd less of «11 stations. The sise of the linear programming sub problems 
are reduced by the same proportion. However, all stations are still cheated at each step of the Iteration 
and the active set is updated as required. The gradients of the residuals which are active at both x)[ and 
xk+hk are updated by (31). ror the newcomers we use a difference «pproxim«».ion since we have no estimate 
bik of the gradient at i^. 

In case of a singular problem, the iteration may become slow because the process 1« caught in a long 
valley with steep sides [ 49]. It is a characteristic of a singular problw that with N excitation 
variables, the number of worst stations where the residuals are equal to the maximum residual will be less 
than M+l. The number of worst stations is generally considerably less than the number of active stations 
used in the iteration and less than the number of excitation variables sven in the final stages of the 
iteration. Thus, most contoured-baam synthesis problems appear to be singular. When we decide that the 
process ha« been caught, we apply a 'special* non-descent iteration to bring the process out of the 
valley. It can be proven that th« extended method theoretically has the same convergence properties as its 
processor whereas in practice the new method is considerably faster and can handle much bigger problems 
within the same computer memory. 

3.5 Specialised Minmax Mgorlthme 

The general minmax algorithm provides th« maximum degree of freedom in the design. We may choose to 
optimise only the amplitude«, only the phases or both the «mpUtude« «nd the phases of the excitation« 
with only small change« of th« software. Also, th« location of the element beam« m«y be optimised or 
degrading effect« such as SfW frequency dl«per«lon «nd wm  r«ndom error« could be accounted for. However, 
the general algorithm doe« not take advantng« of the speei«! propeitie« of « specific eentoured-besm 
tynthesi« problem a« opposed to, e.g., microwave network ayatheeis problems. The general algorithm doea 
not use the closed-form analytic derivative of residual« which are available in special eases but uses 
approximations derived by finite difference« and Sroydaa's formula. These appruximatiena are both mere 
time consuming and more tnaoeurat«. They may result in a reduced rate of convergence in the final stage« 
of the iteration, where a large linear pregraamlng problem may have to be solved «t each step. 

* simple minmax algorithm has been proposed by in [so] to be applied in eases with «solitude only or 
both amplitude and phase eseitstio« optimisation, »or the excitation normalisation (1«) with no loss, the 
derivative of the ith residual ft (27) with respect to «j is given by 

'M " »I'JitljVi*- I j,nj*il*«jl- <»' 
The factor "j/tf^S,,! »a« been «uppressed. It 1« further shown in [so] that the gradients Vft «re 
perpendleuUr to Che excitation vector. At each step la the iteration, the active station« are identified 
and a beet «««rah direction is found by solution of « system of linear equations. The length ef the 
incremental vector *ak to be added to the excitation vector ak la th« kth step is determined very 
efficiently by a linear search. 

we found that each «tap la the iteration proceed« extremely teat eempared to the general miamax 
slgottthm «nd that vwry often good remits are abtaUed. the rang« of the reetteal« whiek define the 
active stattoM gradually decrease« dining the iteration. la ear tmplemmtatie«, the method mametlmee 
requlree «My aeay Iteratlem to terminate. Wmn the maber ef active atatiena buiinmu equal to the ntmiber 
ef excltatiem«. the linear «yatem of eqaaU«M used to detesnine the aeareh dlreetlam bacom»« sisgelar and 
the iteration is forced to terminate. 

«eeently, the eowcrtemee af the msthod baa bean oemaiderably t^prawad by deteimlntng tfee bast search 
«IraeUaa by aelviag a liaaac pragr«—lag pcablaa end la|Hra*lag the linear aaareb [Si]. Only the «ant 
«tatiana era eaeaidarad in die aeareh dlraeUaa «atasaiaeUea. 7tm rasvlta iadteat« that ar«ai»ef- 
■Mat*«<a aevtat U oaapatar Uaa may be laaUaed «ham eloaad-tara dartvattvaa «re aaad iaatead ef 
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d«riv«tiv« approxtmatlon«. A possible future extension raey be to iBplement a hybrid algorithm which would 
use analytic derivatives whenever they are available and derivative approximations otherwise. 

i   snnmsis EXAMPLES 

The optimisation procedures described In section 3 have been implemented in a synthesis software. 
This section gives three example« of results obtained with this software package, other recent design 
examples includes dual-mode antenna optimization [62] and an offset side-fed Cassegraln antenna with ten 
contoured beams [ 53] • 

4.1  Antenna without stringent Sidelobe Specifications 

lUil..CBBtaMt>l=btML«OMOB*.lSlfilfiSlUSBI 

The optimisation of a contoured-beam reflector antenna system for a European Cosntunications Satellite 
coverage is provided to illustrate the design procedure. The antenna is a transmit antenna with the 
requirements outlined below i 

Frequency bands 10.7-11.7 GHz 
Polarisation! RHCP 
Kin. coverage area gain including 
BID loss and spillover i 28 dBi 
Hex. pattern slope in coverage areai S da/degree 
Max. copolar sidelobe leveli -20 dB 
Min. cross-polar isolation in coverage areas  30 dB 

An are« coverage Including a 0.2° pointing error was specified. The number of feeds vis anticipated to be 
between 20 and 30 and the antenna envelope should be compatible with the ECS platform and the Ariane 
launcher. The teed element was chosen to be a small conical horn placed in a hexagonal grid with an 
element spacing of 1.07 X at the center frequency. The coverage was composed of four isolated stations and 
a large area specified by a piece-wise linear contour. The area specification was converted into discrete 
station specifications by adding synthesis stations inside the piece-wise linear contour. It was found 
that a spacing between the samples in the uv-plane of 

Suv - 0.01 ÄBj, (33) 

with Ute element beam beaawldthiSj in decrees, gave a reasonable trede off between accuracy and 
computation time. This corresponds to about 60 per cent sf the maximum Nyquist stapling spacing X/D and 
allows tor truncation effects near the edge of the coverage, the tilt of the effective aperture plane 
«long the plans of the reflector rim curve, etc. Mhen a large range of element beam beamwldths Is being 
considered, it becomes necessary to use more than one coverage sampling spacing. Figure 10 shows the %t 
synthesis stations representing the ECS coverage tor the halt-power beamwldths 2° and 1.5°. The spacing 
(33) between the internal samples is 0.015 corresponding to 0.«»°. For the half-power beanwidth equal to 
1.2°. the sample spacing was reduced to 0.012 or 0.6*°. and 81 synthesis stations wsre obtained. 

ttU*..lDiUll.8fitl»\liU8&.«itt).tHl)(US.fiM»t.linU 

The preliminary design trade-eft was carried out with the analytic beam model tor the beamwldths *9j 
• 3.0°, l.S" and 1.2° to determine approximately the reflector site and Che number of feed eäament. in 
each case, the beam «pacings 9. • 1.2, 1.1 and 1.0 483 were considered. The tnl'.lal beam grid!? set up 
Included «11 dement beams with a distance less than 4„ tram the nearest stations. With 4,^, <•  U25, 1.00 
and 0,80 9|, a total of 27 initial beam grids were considered. In each ease, the flux densities en the 
Earth were optimised taking Into account the path length difference« between the satalllte and the 
synthesis station«. An Initial set of reel exeitstlen« waa obtained by th« least-squares algorithm «nd 
used as starting point (or the minm«« «Sgorlthm which also varied the antenna pointing and th« beam 
lattice orientation and spacing. All the excitation« «re real-valued because the element beams «re 
real-valued. 

The ewitlfttrstioa with A«, • 1-$°, AM • 1.«° and Initial value 8, • 1.*S0 was found to give the 
best eompreais« between «ntenn« eomplexUy «nd partensane«. Roweve», th« optimum Is quite flat. Figure 11 
■hew« optimised the «leacnt-beM layout, which includes 24 elMcot beam», «nd th« ttogaln contours of 
the«ptii»i««d contoured basa 1. 2. 1< S. 10. IS. 20. 21. «nd 30 a below peak gain. The number of ••etlve" 
ststlon« In ttw sttnmax opttmluue« 1« 17, which I« well below 24. th« number ot Clement beam«. Thin 
Indicate« th«t w« «re dwtlln« with « slnguUr jtroblem. Only four least-squares residual« exceeded th« 
minma« ruldt»!. Tiw «««eclated «ynthetl« «taclee« belonged to the •«< ot *«ett««* station« in the miBMix 
«olutloe. The «Mlytle beam «edel ptovid«« «n Inlti«! «ntamn« geometry shown la Figure 12 •• «••« (re* the 
dt«h. T(M» t»«d layout is tl» iwig« sf the elemont-beam layout In Figure 11. 

«a»l.„li»»i.MU»iMliM.«Ul»-IOÄB!.8ittiM-fc»«NI 

Th« InltUl «ntean« geometry wa« fitnlw» optUslted Ming «eeurat« element beam data determined by 10. 
STB ««4 Mtttuknr r««o««ttttetic«u thmn Htm «• campltat-valaad «o th«» both teed «xeiMtlen «mplltudes 
and pfeaae* ««re eptlalud. Th« Ulttal l«««t-imu««« ttmt Mielt«tleMi w«r« determined tuilng iterativ« 
updating of Uw p«tt«>™ plwM and u»«« u starting point fat the mlnmax «neitatlen optimiuvlon. The 
eptUklsed «nelUtlm« w«r« tnapeet«« (or weakly »»eitod (e«4«. ThWM («#d were eliminated and the 
•««tutlon« of th« ramainlnf («eda r«-epttml«ed. Tabl« 4 «a—«rt««« the principal result« with a« «•■med 
•n lea« et 1.4 a. 
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Least-squares Minmax 
Hin flux       Hin flux Min gain Spillover 

-1.21 

Analytic beam model; 
all 24 beams 27.85 28.31 28.09 
PO/GTD beams from GRASP: 
all 24 beams 28.21 28.40 28.17 
-beams 18, 20 and 22 27.81 27.97 27.73 
-beams 20 and 22 28.15 28.26    28.02 

Table 4. Results of ECS optimizations. Levels in dfi and dsi. 

Several observations may be made. Firstly, the least-squares solution is in all cases quite good compared 
to the much more time consuming minmax solution, secondly, the prediction obtained by analytic element- 
beam model is very close to the one obtained using a much more accurate element-beam model. The element- 
beam model is quite sensitive to the value assumed for the feed quality number de81g. Thirdly, deleting 
feed or element fteam 18 has a significant impact on the solution so that caution should be exercised when 
feeds are eliminated. The optimization should begin with a generous number of feeds which gradually are 
removed. Each time, the excitations of thä remaining feeds must be re-optimized. Figure 13 and 14 show the 
element beam half-power contours and the contoured-beam isogain curves derived by means of PO, GTD and 
Whittaker reconstruction at 10.7 and 11.7 GHz. The decrease of element-beam half-power beamwidth with 
increasing frequency may be noted. The agreement with the analytic beam model in Figure 11 is good except 
for a slight widening of the low level contours in Figure 13 and 14 due to the scan aberrations neglected 
in the analytic element beam model - 

The finite tolerances of the BFN, mismatches, frequency dispersion in the BFN and mutual coupling 
will cause the realized feed excitations to deviate from the optimum values determined by the synthesis 
software. Excitation errors not accounted for will degrade the antenna performance. Some of the degrading 
effects may be included in the pattern optimization. Thus, it has become common practice to carry out the 
excitation optimization simultaneously at both edges of the frequency band if the antenna is required to 
operate over any significant bandwidth. Table 5 summarizes the results of computer simulations of the 
effect of random excitation errors on the minimum coverage area gain* For the range of errors and the 
configuration considered, amplitude errors seem to be more serious than phase errors. For practical 
applications, the average excitation error should be less than a few tenth of a dB in amplitude and 5° in 
phase. 

Peak excitation    Gain degradation due to 
amplitude phase  amplitude   phase  amplitude 

error error     only only and phase 
0.3 dB 3°    0.19 dB 0.00 dB 0.17 dB 
0.6 dB 6°    0.32 dB 0.09 dB 0.44 dB 
0.9 dB 9°    0.61 dB 0.16 dB 0.66 dB 
1.2 dB 12°    1.16 dB 0.24 dB 0.88 dB 
1.5 dB 15°    1.12 dB 0.32 dB - 

Table 5. Oegra lation of the minimum coverage area gain 
phase errors. 

iiixi BSMUMMBM-BD-KHKtSä.SBBtBittSifcfeBM-äDJaBM 

In the European Space Agency's COBRA (contoured-beam reflector antenna) program, the prototype of the 
antenna described above was designed, manufactured, integrated and tested [54J. The nns deviation of the 
measured amplitude and phase excitations from the nominal values are indicated in Table 6 at the edges and 
the center of the frequency band. 

Frequency Amplitude Phase 
10.7 6H« 0.58 dB 5.6U 

11.2 SHz 0.24 dB 5.9" 
11.7 GHz 0.59 dB 6.5" 

Table 6. Rms deviations of excitations at feed ports. 

Figure 15 shows in full line the measured eopolar contours 1, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20 dB below peak gain at 
the edges and the center of the frequency band. The calculated contours 3 and 20 dB below peak gain are 
superimposed in dotted line. The agreement is fair apart from 11.7 GHz where strong mutual coupling 
effects between the small circularly polarized feeds not accounted for in the analysis are believed to 
degrade the minim» coverage area gain from 28.1 to 25.6 dBi at Barcelona. The cross-polar discrimination 
was better than 28 da at the design frequency [ Ss]. 

4.2 Impact of Global sidelobe Constraint on rreguency «e-use Antenna System 

The interference between the different satellite coenunications systems has In the past been control- 
led by coordination such that any new system would not obstruct the existing systems. In the future, it 
likely that communications satellite antennas must meet reference pattern specifications similar to those 
which already apply to earth-station antennas and direct-broadcast satellite antennas. This will «»serve 
the finite available frequency bandwidth and geostationary arc. Such antenna reference patterns are 
difficult to define for a contoured beam, which may be of a complicated shape. They will coavlicata the 
antenna design process as many more synthesis stations must be considered. This example Investigates the 
potential impact of a global pattern envelope constraint on an antenna similar to the Intelsat VI 4-08S 
hemi/zone antenna already considered in (action 2.2. This antenna already meats stringent sidelobe 
requirements in the adjacent frequency re-use coverage areas. 

N 
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Figure 16 shows the calculated isogain contours at MCAG (the minimum coverage area gain) and 27, 30 
\ ^ ; ^ and 33 dB below MCA6 for the Intelsat VI Indian Ocean region (IOR) zone 2 beam at the lower edge of the V ^ 
V ' i ^;; 4-GHz band where the problems with sidelobes and the roll-off of the pattern from the coverage area are V * 

the most severe. The four spatially Isolated zone beam coverages are indicated by the four piece-wise ^ 

linear composite coverages* We note that fairly high sidelobes extertd from zone 2 towards zone 4. The 
figure also shows a number of linear segments which extend from about 1° inside the zone beam coverage to 
about 7° outside. Figure 17 shows the superimposed cuts along these gain roll-off pattern traces. The 
horizontal angular scale gives the distance from the point where a gain roll-off pattern trace intersects 
the MCAG contour. No traces away from the Earth are considered. In these directions, the sidelobes are much 
higher. The full (dotted) line near 0° represents the max' turn (minimum) envelope of the pattern traces. The 
full (dotted) line further away indicates the envelope ol most (all) of the traces. The dot/dash line 
indicates the additional degradation caused by the calculated line length dispersion in the beam-forming 
network. In a practical antenna, several other imperfections will degrade the performance. 

4i2»2..aaiB.iBU=s££-aBtiBlMSlsD 

Figure 18 indicates the locations of the synthesis stations used in the optimization. Initially, no 
gain roll-off stations (indicated by 7) were used. The optimization then uses 176 stations and 36 beams. It 
is carried out at both band edges simultaneously so that the number of pattern constraints is twice the 
number of stations. Figure 19 shows the resulting gain contours at the lower edge of the band with isogain 
contours at the MCAG level and 27, 30 and 33 dB further down. The levels do not include losses and give 
directivity. The minmax solution is superior to the least-squares solution on the worst stations and 
improves in this case the MCAG level by 1.2 dB. The sidelobes are higher than in Figure 16 but the fit to 
the desired composite coverages is tighter. 

Figure 20 shows the optimized gain contours obtained for carefully selected sets of gain roll-off 
stations. Initially, gain roll-off stations were set up from the edge of the composite coverage with a 
maximum tolerable field level calculated from a gain roll-off reference curve. This may lead to the spe- 
cification of critical synthesis stations which with the minmax algorithm would destroy the overall antenna 
performance. With the gain roll-off curve used in the optimization, it was found that no gain roll-off 
station should be placed closer to the coverage area than 3° for this zone beam. Also, no stations should 
be placed in (the polar) regions where no feed is available for controlling the pattern. The resulting 265 
synthesis stations are shown in Figure 18 with deleted gain roll-off stations marked by circles. The sidelobe 
performance has been considerably Improved while the MCAG level has been reduced by only a few tenth of a dB. 
However, the gain slope of the edge of coverage has been degraded. Increasing the number of feeds slightly 
will improve the MCAG level and the gain slope but seem to have little impact on the s-delobe performance. 

4.3 Reconfigurable Antennas with Shared Excitations 

Increasing satellite lifetimes of 10 to 14 years have accelerated the need for the same spacecraft to be 
able to provide different services over different coverages at different times. The full range of possible 
future requirements to a spacecraft cannot be anticipated for such a long time and can probably only be met 
by a fully reconfigurable antenna system. Such antenna systems do not require ?ny special synthesis software 
as the antenna may be optimized separately for each coverage requirement. However, they are excessively 
complex and expensive to implement, and in practice, less complex and more reliable systems with limited 
racontigurability are implemented, e.g., as in the Intelsat C-band heal/zone antenna systems by means of 
switches. Such a case is considered in this section. A set of shared excitations is optimised to meet the 
Intelsat VI Atlantic and Indian Ocean region zone 2 beam coverage requirements. The shared excitations would 
then by switches be combined with separate sets of unique excitations for each ocean region. In each ocean 

region, the sidelobe requirements in the adjacent zone beam coverages are included. 

Figure 21 and 22 show the 18S synthesis stations used for the Indian ocean region zone 2 beam 
optimisation and the 218 synthesis stations used for the Atlantic Ocean region zone 2 beam optimisation. The 
minimum coverage area gain is optimized subject to meeting a sidelobe isolation of more than 30 dB in the 
adjacent zone beam coverages. First, the two zone beams will be optimised independently of each other. Then, 
the two zone beans will be optimised simultaneously sharing many element beams with identical excitations. 

iihl.9sii*imiss.siai.s9sims.sssiiiiissit 

A initial optimisation is carried out for each coverage separately. Figure 23 and 24 show the contour 
plots of the two optimised zone beams. The optimisations are carried out using the analytic alamant-b«aa 
modal. Isogain contours are shewn through the minim« coverage area gain level and 20. 25, 30 and 35 dB 
further down. The minmax pattern error is slightly larger for Indian Ocean region zone beam. 

ialtZ..OBtlllMUBB.af.<btKld.HSatltlfiDI 

At this stage, the two sets of excitations obtained by the optimisation of each ocean region 
separately are inspected and each excitation is assigned to one of the following three BTMSi 

BTH 1 generates the excitations only used by the Indian Ocean region sons ; 

IFN 2 which generates the excitations only used by the Atlantic Ocean region sons beam, and 

Bin 3 which generates the excitations which are shared (or the two zone 

The total number of aleaent beau is 46. The breakdown of the element beams and the excitations between 
the two zone beam* and the three BIDs is given in Figure 25. The ombined syntheals problem consists of «1 
different excitations and 40) syntheals stations. In this ease, the synthesis i* carried out so that the 
power division between BFH t and t» 3 (or the Indian Ocean region sons beam and between BTN 2 and Bin 1 
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for the Atlantic ocean region »one beam are optimized by the program. Figure 26 ana 27 show the contour 
plots of the two optimized zone beams with shared excitations for the analytic element-beam model. The 
minimum coverage area gain (or rather directivity) and the minimum sidelobe isolation are listed in Table 

j 7 for the case with separate excitations and with shared excitations. The table gives data obtained both 
with the analytic element beams and with element beams calculated by an accurate reflector analysis 

I program. 

1 Analytic element beams      PO/GTD element beams 
t Separate     Shared       Separate     Shared 
I 
l 

Min. gain: 
Indian 2 26.18 dBl 26.19 dBi 25,91 dBi 26.00 dBl 
Atlantic 2 25.58 dBl 25.36 dBi 25.32 dBi 25.17 dBl 
Hin. Isolation 
Indian 2 33.09 dB 33.10 dB 32.29 dB 32.55 dB 
Atlantic 2 33.81 dB 33.10 dB 33.09 dB 32.55 dB 

Table 7. Performance with sepal ate and with shared excitations. 

Thus, no degradation has taken place for the Indian ocean region zone beam which had the largest minmax 
residual. The performance of the Atlantic Ocean region zone beam has been "equalized" so that minmax 
residuals now are identical for the two zone beams. The agreement between the results obtained by analytic 
beams and PO/GTD beams is surprisingly good. 

5  SHAPED CONTOtntSD-BEAM REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

In this section we consider an alternative contoured-beam reflector antenna requiring only a single 
feed. The surface of the offset reflector is shaped so that the modified wavefront along the original 
reflector surface provides the desired wavefront. The deviation from the paraboloidal surface Is so small 
that the amplitude distribution along the original reflector surface remains essentially undistorted and 
only negligible cross polarization is generated. The similar surface shaping technique has previously been 
utilized for a Japanese experimental Ka-band consunlcations satellite [56, 57]. 

5.1 Optimization of Aperture Phase Distribution 

In our version of the synthesis technique, the phase of the aperture field is expanded into Zernlke 
or circle polynomials, i.e., 

«IP,») •   l        t      c^el'* »„(p), (34) 
n*1 oi"-n 

where p and 4 axe the polar aperture coordinates and c„m " c^,*. The Zernlke or circle polynomials find 
use in optics for orthogonal expaislons in circular apertures. The polynomials are simply related to the 
scan aberrations such as spherical aberrations, astigmatism, cona, etc. [59]. Rapid calculation of circle 
polynomials Is possible by recursion. The expansion coefficients c,^ take the role of the feed excitations 
in the array-fad reflector. For a particular set of expansion coefficients, the field is calculated on all 
stations by a simplified and fast physical-optics integration across the deformed reflector surface. The 
general minmax routine described in [47] is used to determine an set of expansion coefficients which 
optimize the gain on all synthesis stations. Ths procedure has also been utilised to synthesize elliptical 
beams with very low sidelobes [ Ss]. 

When an optimum phase distribution has been determined, the shaped reflector is derived by a 
ray-tracing procedure from the offset paraboloid used as Initial solution. The optimization of the phase 
expansion coefficients is numerically more difficult than feed excitation optimization. The element beams 
are almost orthogonal and varying one feed excitation affects only few stations. The phase expansion 
coefficients, on the other hand, interact nonlinearly and varying one coefficient will affect all stations 
but by very small amounts. 

The reflector shaping procedure has been applied to the ECS coverage already considered in Section 
4.1. The design was carried out at 11.2 GHz using the offset paraboloidal reflector similar to the one 
considered in Section 4.1 as starting point. An optimized surface deformation which generates the 
contoured beam is indicated by the three-dimensional plot in Figure 28. The optimised shaped reflector 
antenna system was analyzed by physical optics. Figure 29 shows the calculated copolar isogain contours at 
the edges of the frequency band 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 19, 20, 21 and 30 dB below peak gain. The calculated 
minimum coverage area directivity of 28.81, 29.21 and 28.84 dBi at 10.7, 11.2 and 11.7 GHz compare 
favorably with the corresponding minimum coverage area gain values of 27.93, 28.18 and 28.10 dBi of the 
array-fed reflector. No attempt was made tc suppress the sidelobes. The antenna was assumed to be 
circularly polarized. The cross-polar performance was found to be very sensitive to the cross-polar 
performance of the feed. Even low levels of feed cross polarization would generate "hot spots" of cross 
polarisation in the reflector far field. 

5.2 Weasurements on shaped Contoured-bea» Reflector 

The shaped reflector contouied-baam reflector was re-optimized with a smaller offset angle 80 to 
allow the u*e of a linearly polarised feed horn which was available. A modified aperture phase expansion 
was detemlned with significantly lower sidelobes at the cost of a reduced minis»» coverage area gain. The 
shaped reflector was manufactured for the scaled frequency band 16.4 - 18 (Mm  In order to reduce the 
reflector size to be within the limltatioos set by the surface machining equipment tvailabla. The antenna 
measurements were carried out at the spherical near-field test range at ths Technical University of 
Denmark. During the antenna measurements, the feed horn was found to move and it was necessary to 
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strengthen the feed support structure. Figure 30 compares over an extended angular range the measured and 
the calculated co- and cross-polar pattern cuts along the planes of maximum and of minimum beamwidth. The 
agreement is excellent apart from the angular region 7° < Ö < 14° in the plane of the narrow beamwidth, 
where scattering from the enlarged feed support structure appears. The measured minimum coverage area 
directivity of 27.3 dBi occurs- at the high end of the band where the predicted value is 28.1 dB. The 
shaped reflector antenna holds significant advantages over the array-fed reflector antenna for 
applications where no reconfigurability and only a single beam is required. Mo BFN is required and 
complicated mutual coupling effects in the feed array are avoided. The BFN and the spillover losses are 
absent or drastically reduced so that the gain delivered can be higher. Shaped reflector antenna systems 
are in rapid development and major future progress is likely with the recent advent of rigorous methods 
[GO]. Work Is also being carried out on dual reflectors [6lJ. 

S 

6  DUAL REFLECTOR SYSTEMS WITH SMALL SCAN DEGRADATIONS 

The dual offset Cassegrain or Gregorian reflector systems permit cancellation of the cross 
polarization for a linearly polarized on-axis beam [62]. This is achieved If the axes of the feed, the 
subreflector and the main reflector are adjusted according to the condition 

tan Y/2 - 1/M tan (|i/2 (35) 

where y is the angle from the main reflector axis to the subreflector axis and 41 the angle from the 
subreflector axis to the feed axis (see Figure 31). The value of the subreflector "magnification" M 
determines the subreflector typet 

(1) M > 1:    The subreflector is the convex branch of a hyperboloid with the eccentricity 
e - (M + 1)/(M - 1). 

This is a conventional dual offset Cassegrain. 
(2) 0 < M < 1: The subreflector is the concave branch of a hyperboloid with 

e - (1 + M)/(1 - M). 
This is either the front-fed or the side-fed dual offset Cassegrain discussed below. 

(3) M < -It   The subreflector is an ellipsoid with 
e - (M + 1)/(M - 1). 

This is a conventional dual offset Gregorian. 

I 

Dual offset reflector configurations which fulfil the condition (35) has no first-order astigmatism which 
otherwise is the dominant scan aberration in offset reflector antennas [30]. Conventional compensated dual 
offset Cassegrain and Gregorian antennas, M > 1 and M < -1 above, are difficult to design with no blockage 
for large scan angles, and the feed array is larger than in the case where the main reflector Is used as 
single reflector. These problems are reduced when 0 < N < 1 for the two different configurations in Figure 
32, which both are designed for a 110° scan, in Figure 32a, the feed array is located in front of both the 
subreflector and the main reflector and the system has been termed it the front-fed offset Cassegrain 
(FFOC) antenna system [63]. In the second configuration in Figure 32b the feed array and the subreflector 
are placed on either side of the main reflector. This system has been termed the side-fed offset 
Cassegrain (SFOC) antenna system [53]. Both the FFOC and the SFOC have unique scan properties over the 
full ±10° field-of-view due to the large focal length of the main reflector. The large field-of-view 
requires that the subreflector size be comparable to the main reflector size. For contiguous Earth 
coverage, the feed array size is excessive and the systems may not be competitive to an array antenna. 
However, the inherent property of a reflector antenna system of associating single feeds with high-gain 
spot beans makes the configurations shown in Figure 32 vary attractive candidates for meeting partial 
Earth coverage requirements with many high-gain beams. 

6.1. Scan Properties of the FFOC and the SFOC 

Figures 33 and 34 show the calculated principal co- and cross-polar pattern cuts for secondary beams 
radiated by small linearly polarised conical horns placed at the locations which are corresponds to beams 
on axis and with 10° downward scan, 10° upward scan and 10° lateral scan. The diameters of the feeds are 
1.8 V (FFOC) and 2.2 X (SFOC) and correspond to a beam spacing of 92  per cent of the beam width. This is 
close to the spacing which gives the highest gain at the cross-over level for multi-beam applications 
where each beam is radiated by a single horn. In each case, the feed location is optimised to minimize the 
phase errors and the feed axis is aligned so that ths central ray hits the center of the main reflector 

surface. For both the FFOC and the SFOC, the diameter D of the projeetsd aperture is 120 V. The small 
feeds provide only a slight aperture taper. This sltuatior exhibits both the highest sidelobes and the 
largest scan losses. The calculated peak directivity, peak sldelobe level and peak sidelob. level tor the 
two configurations are given in Table 8. The peak directivity is broken up Into a number of efficiencies 

'sp '<ar "ap 0» (36) 

"sp is the spillover efficiency, (the traction of the teed power which hits the main reflector), 
is the relative projected area (the ratio et the areas obtained by projecting the main reflector 
rim into a plane perpendicular to the direction ot the •canned bee« and Into a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the on-axis beam), 
is the aperture efficiency including loss due to phase errors, amplitude taper and cross 
polarisation. (This loss la doaiMted by the phase errors assoctate* with the scan as the 
aperture lllaalnation is alaost ualton), and 
la the peak achievable directivity «OA (SI.SI Al tor D > 12« X). 
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Bean direction 
"11 lar "Si 

Directivity Sidelobe Cross-pol 
dB dBi dB dB 

FFOCs 
on axis -4.62 0 -0.03 46.88 -28.38 -48.68 
10° downward -3.48 +0.75 -2.28 46.52 -3S.63 -38.06 
10° upward -5.87 -1.07 -1.55 43.04 -23.14 -35.52 
10° sideward -4.78 -0.07 -0.63 46.05 -33.63 -37.40 
SFOCt 
on axis -5.09 0 -0.02 46.42 -28.01 -54.78 
10° downward -4.68 +0.34 -0.36 46.83 -33.28 -40.20 
10° upward -5.72 -0.52 -0.24 45.05 -29.88 -37.49 
10° sideward -5.29 -0.07 +0.03 46.20 -30.25 -41.56 

Table 8. Peak directivity budget and peak sidelobe level of FFOC and SFOC. 

Due to the relatively small feed size and small angle subtended by the subreflector rim, the feed 
spillover is large. The large scan causes a significant change of the relative projected area. As the main 
reflector is closer to vertical for the SFOC than for the FFOC, the area loss for upwards scan is smaller 
for the SFOC. The aperture efficiency is, except for the on-axis beam, dominated by phase errors, i.e., 
scan aberrations. We see that the effect of these'phase errors is smaller for the SFOC. The smaller scan 
aberrations of the SFOC also follow from the pattern in Figures 33 and 34. The sidelobes and the cross 
polarisation are lower for the SFOC than for the FFOC. As the aperture diameter increases, e.g., to 240X, 
the superiority of the SFOC with respect to electric performance is accentuated. For both configurations, 
the scan losses are higher for beam scanning in the plane of symmetry than in the perpendicular plane. In 
the plane of symmetry, the scan losses due to phase errors are slightly higher for downward scan, but they 
are compensated by red"ced spillover and area losses. In a practical design, the antenna axis should be 
repointed to equalise the overall scan loss in all directions or give preference to critical areas in the 
coverage. Comparisons with the single offset paraboloidal reflectors show that the FFOC achieves similar 
scan performance as a single offset parabola with an f/D ratio equal to about 2.6. The SFOC is comparable 
to a single offset parabola with an f/D of about 5.6. 

More details including the initial design of a feed array to generate 10 contoured beams out of the 
SFOC are given in [ 53]. 

7 CONTOURXO-BEAM ARM* ANTENNAS 

Table 2 indicated the significant growth of the feed array sixe for each new INTELSAT spacecraft 
series. If the trend towards larger and radiating apertures and f/D ratios continues, the feed array size 
will ultimately exceed the reflector size and the antenna mass and volume requirements will have a 
tremendous impact on spacecraft design and launch cost. Thus, it may become advantageous to "discard the 
reflector and turn the feed array towards the Earth* and use It as a directly radiating array. 

7.1 Array Excitation Optimization with Pencil Ilenent Beams 

We consider the planar array configuration in Figure 35. It consists of Ht elements in a hexagonal 
lattice. We define Nb element beams radiated by the array in a hexagonal lattice over the field-of view 
shown in Figure 36. The half-power beamwldth of the element beams Is determined by the array diameter D 
and is for a uniform array illumination approximately A9] - X/D. The optimization of the array excitations 
to meet specified coverage and isolation requirements is carried out by the algorithms discussed in 
Section 3 but indirectly by optimizing the excitations of the element beams. Then, the array excitations 
are calculated from the element-beam excitations. The optimization via the element beams is much more 
efficient than a direct optimization of the array excitations because 

(1) the number of element beam is in general much less then the number of array elements, and 
(2) the element beam are almost orthogonal to each other over the far-field pattern in the sense 

their pattern only overlap little as opposed to the array element patterns, whioh overlap 
completely. As a result, the optimisation is a more well behaved problem. 

The number of array elements for a given aperture size is determined by th« requirement that no grating 
lobes fall in the fteld-of-view. The antenna designer may choose the element-beam positions independently 
for each «overage area of a multi-beam array antenna. Thla is not passible for a reflector antenna. The 
aperture size in wavelengths and the angular extent of the coverage area determines the number of the 
degrees of freedom of the synthesis problem [64]. In most cases, the beam spacing can be chosen a little 
larger than the beam width as in the case of a reflector antenna. No advantages are gained by choosing the 

spacing significantly smaller than the beam width. 

Figure 17 shows an optimized contoured beam tor an array consisting of 169 conical horns with a 
diameter of 2.84 X. The array diameter is identical to the size of the INTCUMT VI hsmi/zone reflector. By 
gradual removal of weakly excited array elements followed by re-optimisation of the ramatnlng excitations, 
the number of array elements can be reduced significantly. A full account of the design procedure and many 
design cases have been giveii in [ss]. 
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Figure I  Multi-beam beam topologies for frequency re-use. 
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Figure 30 Measured and calculated principal 
pattern cuts at U.7 GHz for shaped 
contoured-bean reflector. 
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